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Introduction 
MetLife Investment Management’s1 Private Capital Group manages over $125.8 billion2 in assets as of  
September 30, 2023 and brings over 100 years of investing in the asset class. We offer exceptional access to 
investment grade deals due to our significant scale, long-standing market relationships, and sector expertise. Given 
our standing in the infrastructure, corporate private placement and private structured credit markets we often 
fund an entire deal or become the cornerstone of the deal, which can lead to larger allocations for our clients. Our 
investment decisions are informed by a team-based risk culture with a time-tested approach to managing risk, 
combined with proprietary research, and layered independent oversight. We have more than 70 seasoned industry 
specialists working together to develop customized portfolio solutions to help meet client needs.
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Corporate Private Placement Market
Global Corporate Private Placement Market:3 3Q 23 market origination reached an initial total of $11.4 billion, 
roughly in-line with the same period last year and a decrease from 2Q 23 origination of $19.5 billion. Year-to-date, 
market origination volume is down approximately 20% versus the same period last year. The average deal size for the 
quarter was $200 million across 57 transactions. Volume was led by activity in North America which comprised 80% 
of total issuance, followed by Europe at 14% of total issuance. Latam, Asia and Australia rounded out deal volume at 
3%, 2% and 1% respectively. USD led the currency issuance at 87% followed by 5% in Yen, 4% in Euro and 4% in GBP.

Spreads and Treasuries: Public spreads were basically unchanged during the quarter. Spreads contracted roughly 
10 bps during the summer and then crept back out to end the quarter basically flat. Private spreads tightened slightly 
through the quarter but are still providing attractive relative value in our view. 

MIM Corporate Private Placement Activity:3 Origination for 3Q 23 was diversified across geographies and 
sectors. Europe comprised almost 25% of total origination volume versus the overall market where Europe only 
comprised 14% of origination volume. Due to MIM’s global presence, we were able to source transactions at highly 
attractive all-in-yields compared to previous quarters and with continued strong relative value. The higher interest 
rate environment continued to lead corporate issuers to issue relatively shorter dated debt. As issuers look to adapt, 
some have been exploring floating rate issuances, potentially swapped by investors to fixed rate.  

MIM’s Outlook: Credit fundamentals continued to show some signs of weakening across US, Europe, and emerging 
markets due to higher interest rates and macro -economic headwinds. Although credit metrics remain at healthy 
levels, we believe that we have already seen the peak for this cycle and expect to see moderate deterioration as we 
approach year-end. Through the economic uncertainty, MIM continues to maintain a long-term perspective and 
strongly believes that private market issuance is offering well structured transactions with highly attractive yields, 
even in the case of an economic recession. Private credit markets have historically proven resilient and performed 
well through market volatility. MIM’s proprietary deal flow pipeline, the direct nature of which results in higher 
allocations, remains very strong. 

Source: MIM, Private Placement Monitor
* Includes origination activity on behalf of the MetLife general account and una�liated investors.

MIM 3Q 2023 Origination by Sector*MIM 3Q 2023 Origination by Region*

United States (66%)
Europe ex-UK (18%)
United Kingdom (6%)
Australia (4%)

REITs (21%)
Consumer Cyclical (17%)
Financial Other (16%)
Capital Goods (15%)
Consumer Noncyclical (11%)
Industrial Other (4%)
Transportation (4%)
Insurance (4%)
Electric (2%)
Natural Gas (2%)
Basic Industry (2%)
Communications (1%)
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Infrastructure Debt Market
Global Infrastructure Finance Markets: As the implementation of the US Inflation Reduction Act gains momentum, 
broader activity in U.S. infrastructure spending should see a boost over the next 12 months, resulting in more debt 
financing opportunities over time. Issuers and Sponsors continue to favor short to medium term maturities (7-10 
years) given the higher interest rate environment, particularly in EMEA. Opportunities in energy transition, energy 
security, transportation and digital infrastructure continue to drive the pipeline. Additionally, we believe the on-
going disruption in the banking sector is creating opportunities for private credit to fill any funding gaps with tailored 
private debt solutions as well as some secondary floating rate opportunities.

MIM Infrastructure Debt Activity: Origination volume is reflective of the broader market issuance this year, 
stymied by volatile interest rate environments resulting in Sponsors seeking to delay financings where possible 
and decreased level of M&A activity. Key core infrastructure sectors including power, renewables, utilities, and 
transportation continue to see steady issuance driven by required capital expenditures and refinancing needs. MIM’s 
transactions during the quarter were diversified across sectors and geographically, with origination from Europe 
reaching almost 30% and with MIM remaining active in the LatAm market. 

MIM’s FY 2023 Outlook: The deal pipeline is robust and we continue to see diversified global opportunities. 
We expect to see an uptick in energy transition and energy security opportunities as well as digital infrastructure 
globally. The pipeline for proprietary deal flow remains very strong as sponsors continue to value certainty of 
execution and reliable partners on M&A, refinancing and capex needs. MIM expects the asset class to perform well 
given the stability of the asset class via highly contracted and/or predictable cash flows. 

Private Structured Credit Market
3Q 2023 in Review: Sentiment in the structured products market improved steadily throughout 3Q, driven largely 
by economic data pointing to a soft landing scenario due to easing inflation and perceptions of the Fed transitioning 
to a pause in the rate hike cycle. As a result, public esoteric ABS spreads moved tighter during the quarter. On the 
private side spreads were slower to tighten which resulted in an increase of deal activity at the end of the quarter 
after a slow start to the summer. 

MIM private structured credit team closed the first fiber infrastructure deal. We believe digital infrastructure such as 
fiber and data centers is a growing sector which benefits from secular tailwinds as consumers and companies continue 
to increase digital and cloud computing demand. The increase in demand is likely driven by factors such as continued 
work from home increasing consumers’ need for reliable and efficient connectivity along with continued development 

Source: IJGlobal, MIM, Private Placement Monitor
* Includes origination activity on behalf of the MetLife general account and una�liated investors.

MIM 3Q 2023 Origination by Region* MIM 3Q 2023 Origination by Sector*

United States (57%)
United Kingdom (18%)
Europe ex-UK (11%)
Canada (8%)
Latam (6%)

Renewables (29%)
Port (21%)
Stadium (13%)
Rail (11%)
Electric - Gas (6%)

Social Infra (5%)
Housing (4%)
Transmission (4%)

Industrial Other (5%)
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* Based on total commitment size. Includes origination activity on behalf of the MetLife general account and una�liated investors.

MIM YTD 3Q 2023 Orgination by Rating* MIM YTD 3Q 2023 Origination by Sector

AAA (14%)
AA (1%)
A (76%)
BBB (9%)
BIG & NR

Alternatives Financing (27%)
Commercial (41%)
Renewables (17%)
Residential (15%)

of AI which requires large amounts of cloud computing power. MIM has seen solid performance in data center 
transactions with strong cashflow and rising DSCR coverage driven by growing NOI and expansion of tenant leases.

Looking to 4Q 2023: We feel Private Structured Credit spreads are attractive and have maintained wide levels 
resulting in a pickup to public market spreads. There is the potential for credit spread volatility and choppy markets 
in 4Q driven by heightened macroeconomic concerns and geopolitical risks. We believe recent public new issue 
deals have seen spreads leak wider due to the impact of these factors.

We have a healthy pipeline going into the start of 4Q. We see investment opportunities across a number of sectors 
including C-PACE, low income housing, insurance products and alternatives financing. 

Endnotes 
1 MetLife Investment Management (“MIM”) is MetLife, Inc.’s institutional management business and the marketing name for subsidiaries of MetLife 

that provide investment management services to MetLife’s general account, separate accounts and/ or unaffiliated/third party investors, including: 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, MetLife Investment Management, LLC, MetLife Investment Management Limited, MetLife Investments 
Limited, MetLife Investments Asia Limited, MetLife Latin America Asesorias e Inversiones Limitada, MetLife Asset Management Corp. (Japan), MIM I 
LLC, MetLife Investment Management Europe Limited, Affirmative Investment Management Partners Limited and Raven Capital Management LLC 

2 At estimated fair value as of 09/30/2023. Includes MetLife general account and separate account assets and unaffiliated/third party assets. 
3 MetLife Investment Management, Private Placement Monitor Credit quality assessments were performed internally by MIM and have not been 

verified by independent sources. 

Any internal ratings (i.e., MetLife ratings) presented in this document were developed internally by MIM. Such ratings are not recognized ratings used 
by other investment managers or funds, including those investing in the sectors in which MIM invests. Other ratings, including those published by an 
independent credit ratings agency, may be more relevant in evaluating creditworthiness or may present the credit quality of issuers or assets in a more or 
less favorable manner than such internal ratings do. MIM’s internal ratings are subjective; MIM has an incentive to assign internal ratings in a manner that 
more closely meet investor and/or yield expectations, or otherwise provides an advantage to MIM. Accordingly, such internal ratings should be viewed 
as one factor among other factors for evaluating creditworthiness, and you should make your own determination as to the weight you place on such 
internal ratings. Please contact MIM for additional information on how such ratings are derived.

About MetLife Investment Management 
MetLife Investment Management (MIM)1 serves institutional investors around the world by combining a client-
centric approach with deep and long-established asset class expertise. Focused on managing Public Fixed Income, 
Private Credit and Real Estate assets, we aim to deliver strong, risk-adjusted returns by building sustainable, 
tailored portfolio solutions. We listen first, strategize second, and collaborate constantly to meet clients’ long-term 
investment objectives. Leveraging the broader resources and 150-year history of MetLife provides us with deep 
expertise in skillfully navigating markets. We are institutional, but far from typical. 

For more information, visit: investments.metlife.com

https://investments.metlife.com/
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Disclaimer 

This material is intended solely for Institutional Investors, Qualified Investors and Professional Investors. This analysis is not intended for distribution with 
Retail Investors. 

This document has been prepared by MetLife Investment Management (“MIM”)1 solely for informational purposes and does not constitute a 
recommendation regarding any investments or the provision of any investment advice, or constitute or form part of any advertisement of, offer for 
sale or subscription of, solicitation or invitation of any offer or recommendation to purchase or subscribe for any securities or investment advisory 
services. The views expressed herein are solely those of MIM and do not necessarily reflect, nor are they necessarily consistent with, the views held by, 
or the forecasts utilized by, the entities within the MetLife enterprise that provide insurance products, annuities and employee benefit programs. The 
information and opinions presented or contained in this document are provided as of the date it was written. It should be understood that subsequent 
developments may materially affect the information contained in this document, which none of MIM, its affiliates, advisors or representatives are under 
an obligation to update, revise or affirm. It is not MIM’s intention to provide, and you may not rely on this document as providing, a recommendation with 
respect to any particular investment strategy or investment. Affiliates of MIM may perform services for, solicit business from, hold long or short positions 
in, or otherwise be interested in the investments (including derivatives) of any company mentioned herein. This document may contain forward-looking 
statements, as well as predictions, projections and forecasts of the economy or economic trends of the markets, which are not necessarily indicative of 
the future. Any or all forward-looking statements, as well as those included in any other material discussed at the presentation, may turn out to be wrong. 

All investments involve risks including the potential for loss of principle and past performance does not guarantee similar future results. 

In the U.S. this document is communicated by MetLife Investment Management, LLC (MIM, LLC), a U.S. Securities Exchange Commission registered 
investment adviser. MIM, LLC is a subsidiary of MetLife, Inc. and part of MetLife Investment Management. Registration with the SEC does not imply a 
certain level of skill or that the SEC has endorsed the investment advisor. 

This document is being distributed by MetLife Investment Management Limited (“MIML”), authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct 
Authority (FCA reference number 623761), registered address 1 Angel Lane, 8th Floor, London, EC4R 3AB, United Kingdom. This document is approved 
by MIML as a financial promotion for distribution in the UK. This document is only intended for, and may only be distributed to, investors in the UK and 
EEA who qualify as a “professional client” as defined under the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (2014/65/EU), as implemented in the relevant 
EEA jurisdiction, and the retained EU law version of the same in the UK. 

For investors in the Middle East: This document is directed at and intended for institutional investors (as such term is defined in the various jurisdictions) 
only. The recipient of this document acknowledges that (1) no regulator or governmental authority in the Gulf Cooperation Council (“GCC”) or the 
Middle East has reviewed or approved this document or the substance contained within it, (2) this document is not for general circulation in the GCC or 
the Middle East and is provided on a confidential basis to the addressee only, (3) MetLife Investment Management is not licensed or regulated by any 
regulatory or governmental authority in the Middle East or the GCC, and (4) this document does not constitute or form part of any investment advice or 
solicitation of investment products in the GCC or Middle East or in any jurisdiction in which the provision of investment advice or any solicitation would 
be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction (and this document is therefore not construed as such). 

For investors in Japan: This document is being distributed by MetLife Asset Management Corp. (Japan) (“MAM”), 1-3 Kioicho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102- 
0094, Tokyo Garden Terrace KioiCho Kioi Tower 25F, a registered Financial Instruments Business Operator (“FIBO”) under the registration entry Director 
General of the Kanto Local Finance Bureau (FIBO) No. 2414. 

For Investors in Hong Kong S.A.R.: This document is being issued by MetLife Investments Asia Limited (“MIAL”), a part of MIM, and it has not been 
reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong (“SFC”). MIAL is licensed by the Securities and Futures Commission for Type 1 
(dealing in securities), Type 4 (advising on securities) and Type 9 (asset management) regulated activities. 

For investors in Australia: This information is distributed by MIM LLC and is intended for “wholesale clients” as defined in section 761G of the 
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (the Act). MIM LLC exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license under the Act in respect of 
the financial services it provides to Australian clients. MIM LLC is regulated by the SEC under US law, which is different from Australian law. 

MIMEL: For investors in the EEA, this document is being distributed by MetLife Investment Management Europe Limited (“MIMEL”), authorised and 
regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland (registered number: C451684), registered address 20 on Hatch, Lower Hatch Street, Dublin 2, Ireland. This 
document is approved by MIMEL as marketing communications for the purposes of the EU Directive 2014/65/EU on markets in financial instruments 
(“MiFID II”). Where MIMEL does not have an applicable cross-border licence, this document is only intended for, and may only be distributed on request 
to, investors in the EEA who qualify as a “professional client” as defined under MiFID II, as implemented in the relevant EEA jurisdiction. The investment 
strategies described herein are directly managed by delegate investment manager affiliates of MIMEL. Unless otherwise stated, none of the authors of 
this article, interviewees or referenced individuals are directly contracted with MIMEL or are regulated in Ireland. Unless otherwise stated, any industry 
awards referenced herein relate to the awards of affiliates of MIMEL and not to awards of MIMEL. 
1 As of September 30, 2023, subsidiaries of MetLife, Inc. that provide investment management services to MetLife’s general account, separate 

accounts and/or unaffiliated/third party investors include Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, MetLife Investment Management, LLC, MetLife 
Investment Management Limited, MetLife Investments Limited, MetLife Investments Asia Limited, MetLife Latin America Asesorias e Inversiones 
Limitada, MetLife Asset Management Corp. (Japan), MIM I LLC, MetLife Investment Management Europe Limited, Affirmative Investment 
Management Partners Limited and Raven Capital Management LLC.
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